
                                ‘ph’ words                                                        Class: kindergarten 
Learning 
Outcomes  

Activity Plan/Methodology  Assessment 
of Learning 

Resources 

Upon the 
completion 
of this 
lesson, 
Students 
will be able 
to: 
 
Identify  
the \ph\  
sound as a 
beginning , 
middle & 
ending 
diagraph 
 and write 
\ph\ 
words 
 

Recap: Teacher will be shown \th\ picture flashcards and asked the students tell the name and its 
spellings. 
Introduction:  The letters p and h in ph words makes the sound /fuh/ like photos, phonics, phone, 
photograph etc. The letters p and h are blended together to produce the /fuh/ sound.  Recall the digraph 
we have done before. Bring up the picture cards with ph words. That works very well with students of all 
ages.  Tell the students \ph\ is used as beginning, middle and ending sound for example photo, dolphin, 
and graph. Start by showing the picture cards to the students one by one. And let them guess the name of 
the things or objects shown on the picture card. Such as you can begin with the phone picture and let 
them guess. If they need clues you can give clues such as we listen someone calls on it.  
.Play the \ph\ words song for students. 
https://youtu.be/XNtDhtnjPgA 
Focused Task:  
Teacher will provide the alphabets flash cards, ph pictures flashcards and ph flashcards and ask the 
students look at the picture and make the word with the help of ph flashcard and alphabet flash cards. 
Repeat the activity with all students. (Pictures flashcards trophy, phone, graph, phonics, elephants, 
pharmacy, and dolphin. Paste picture flashcards on board and ask students to write any 5 ‘ph’ words in 
copy. Ask students to open page 31 and repeat jingle with you. 
I am learning phonics ph, ph, ph 

phonics begins with ph, ph, ph 

Phonics are the sounds of alphabet! 

Ph comes in the middle of elephant. 

ph comes in the end of graph. ph, ph, ph 

Wrap up: Show them the ph words pictures flashcards and ask them tell the word. 

Reflection : 

Students 
will be 
assessed on 
  
Identifying  
the \ph\  
sound as a 
beginning & 
middle 
ending 
diagraph 
 and write 
\ph\ words 

Flashcard 

 


